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1. INTRODUCTION 
When studying the differential operator 
u(D) = 2 cg,...,,D~ ... 0:' 
Dj=& 
3 
where the order is m, where there are 1 independent variables x = (x1 ... x,), 
and where the coefficients c . . . are complex constants, one is quickly led 
through Fourier transforms%dg’Laplace transforms to a study of the poly- 
nomial 
When variable coefficients are considered, Fourier and Laplace transforms 
lose their power. Even here, however, the substitution of the vector 5 for the 
operations of differentiation is a useful device. The complete polynomial 
a([) is probably meaningless, but its principal part h(5) is quite meaningful. 
Its algebraic properties often determine many of the analytic properties of 
the operator a(D). 
Concerning the principal part h(l) we know these facts. It is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree m whose coefficients are functions of x. If C(x) is any 
sufficiently differentiable function, then 
li.i hdrn e-A*(2) a(D) ew(“) = h(grad 4). 
Since this limit is a scalar function, it follows that under changes of the 
coordinate system for the independent variables x, the coefficients of h(b) 
transform like the components of a contravariant tensor of rank m. Finally, 
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if a(D) and b(D) are two differential operators with principal parts h(5) and 
K(5), respectively, then the principal part of the operator product a(D) b(D) 
is merely the product h(c) k(c). 
Now consider an n x n matrix A(D) whose elements +(D)are differential 
operators with variable coefficients. Here, too, it has been customary to 
substitute the vector 1 for the operations of differentiation and then to find 
relations between algebraic properties of the matrix A([) and analytic pro- 
perties of the operator. If the maximum order of the elements is M, one speaks 
of the characteristic matrix H(t) whose element hii is equal to the part of 
degree M of ~~~(5). Thus hij([) is either zero or the principal part of aij([) 
and hence has the properties listed above. In particular, the characteristic 
matrix transforms in a well defined way when changes of the independent 
variables are made. 
The multiplicative property of principal parts is not, however, completely 
shared by these characteristic matrices. If ,4(D) and B(D) are two matrices 
of differential operators, and if their maximum orders are M and M’, res- 
pectively, then the product A(D) B(D) will be a matrix of differential opera- 
tors whose maximum order is at most M + M’, but it may be less. Because 
of this we can say only that if H(c) and K(&‘) are the corresponding charac- 
teristic matrices, then the characteristic matrix of A(D) B(D) is H(c) K(c) 
provided that this latter product is not the zero matrix. In particular, if 
either of the matrices H(t) or K(t) is nonsingular, then their product cannot 
be the zero matrix, and this brings us to another important property of the 
characteristic matrix which concerns transformations of the dependent 
variables. 
In the most general case, one would consider two n-dimensional vector 
spaces V and W, and one would think of the operator A(D) as carrying 
V-valued functions of x into W-valued functions. Thus taking linear auto- 
morphisms of the two vector spaces into account, one would expect that 
anything intrinsic in A(D) must be invariant when A(D) is transformed 
into the operator PA(D) Q, where P and Q are nonsingular matrices whose 
elements are functions of X. But it follows from what we have said that if 
-4(D) has the characteristic matrix H(c), then PA(D) Q has the characteristic 
matrix PIT([) Q. Thus the characteristic matrix transforms in a well-defined 
and natural way when changes of the dependent variables, as well as the inde- 
pendent variables, are considered. 
The most important entity connected with a characteristic matrix is its 
determinant. Indeed, it is common to say that an operator A(D) with 
characteristic matrix H(t) is elliptic or hyperbolic at a point x whenever 
det N(5) is an elliptic or hyperbolic polynomial at the point X. But it is clear 
that for many interesting operators this determinant will vanish for trivial 
reasons; the characteristic matrix may, for example, have only one nonzero 
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element. In order to avoid this impasse, several authors (see, e.g., Leray [6], 
Nirenberg [A, Douglis and Nirenberg [2]) h ave recently altered the definition 
of the characteristic matrix. 
First, they say, let mij be the order of the element Q(D); for completeness, 
let the zero operator have order - co. Then let (si ... s,; t, ... t,J be any set 
of 2n integers (not necessarily positive) with the property that mij < si - tj 
for all i and j. Of course, if si - tj < 0 then we must have a,j(D) = 0. The 
operator A(D) is then said to be of order si - tj , and the characteristic matrix 
of A(D) which corresponds to the order si - tj is the matrix H(c) whose element 
hii is that part of aij({) which is of degree si - tj . 
For example, if the maximum order of the elements is again M, we may set 
all si = M and all tj = 0. The corresponding characteristic matrix is then 
precisely the characteristic matrix we have defined previously. 
In the more general situation it is once again the polynomial det H(4) 
which is the most important entity, and definitions of elliptic and hyperbolic 
systems are based on it. 
But these definitions, along with that of the characteristic matrix, have an 
obvious drawback. Clearly H(c) . IS not unique but is determined only after a 
choice of the set (si ; tj) has been made. Furthermore, a change in the depend- 
ent variables makes an unpredictable change in A(D), in the allowable sets 
(Si; tj), and hence in H(5). Nevertheless, it is the purpose of this paper to 
show that at least det H(l) is remarkably stable; that with suitable qualifica- 
tions it is covariant with changes in both independent and dependent 
variables, and that the choice of (si; tj) has little effect upon it. 
7 -. CHANGES OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Clearly the component h,(c) of H(t) is either zero or the principal part of 
a&D). It can therefore be described as a polynomial in 5, homogeneous of 
degree si - tj , with coefficients that depend on x and transform like the 
components of a contravariant tensor of rank si - tj when changes of the 
coordinate system describing x are made. In particular, the determinant 
det H(t) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree X si - C tj , and we 
quickly arrive at the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let A(D) be of order si - tj with corresponding characteristic 
matrix H(t). Then when the coordinate system for the independent variables x 
is changed the coeficients of det H(t) t rans orm like the components of a con- f
truvuriant tensor of rank C si - E tj . 
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3. NONTRIVIAL CHARACTERISTIC MATRICES 
The search for a suitable characteristic matrix to be connected with the 
matrix A(D) is, in a sense, an attempt to find some meaning in the matrix 
A([). Let us, for example, consider the polynomial det A([). In evaluating 
this determinant we have first to perform a number of multiplications, and 
then a number of additions. Now in each of the products the only terms 
which have immediate meaning are those present in the principal parts. Then 
if, when we come to the additions, we consider only those terms which come 
from principal parts and of these only those of highest degree, we shall 
have in the end a homogeneous polynomial whose meaningfulness is assured. 
More precisely, for each element w belonging to the group nn of permuta- 
tions of the integers 1 ... n, we define 
This is the degree of the polynomial ny=, aioci,([). The number 
m = n3;x m(w) 
n 
we shall call the total order of A(D). In the polynomial det A(c) it is the 
part of degree m that has immediate meaning. Note, however, that det A([) 
has degree less than or equal to m and that the part of degree m may vanish. 
Note, too, that the total order may equal - co. This will happen when and 
only when every one of the products which go to form det A(c) has a zero 
factor. This is a situation we shall meet frequently, and we shall say in this 
case that det A([) vanishes trivially. 
THEOREM 2. Let A(D) be of order si - tj and of total order m. Then either 
C si - IX tj > m and det H(t) vanishes trivially, or X si - E ti = m and 
det H(c) equals the part of degree m of det A([). 
The latter case is naturally to be preferred, and we shall say then that 
H(c) is a nontrivial characteristic matrix. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the definition of total order that 
E si - Z tj > m, while if 2 si - C tj > m then det H(c) vanishes trivially. 
Let A be the set of those pairs (i, j) with the property that there is at least 
one permutation w such that w(i) = j and m(w) = m. Let K(t) be the 
matrix whose nonzero elements are the principal parts of those a&) with 
(i, j) E A. The part of degree m of det A([) is exactly equal to det K(c). Now 
suppose that there is one nonzero element of K(f) which does not appear in 
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the characteristic matrix H(l). Suppose, for example, that (01, /?) E A and 
s, - t8 > mas . Let w be such that ~(a) = /? and m(w) = m. Then 
Hence if X si - C tj = m then all. nonzero elements of K(5) appear in H(5). 
It quickly follows then that det H(J) = det K(l), and the theorem is proved. 
We turn now to the question of the existence of nontrivial characteristic 
matrices. 
THEOREM 3. If A(D) is any matrix operator for which det A([) does not 
vanish trivially, then there always exists at least one nontrivial characteristic 
matrix. 
This theorem can, of course, be restated so as to concern only matrices of 
integers. In this form it was proved by Egerviry [3]. Because of the inacces- 
sibility of this work, however, we give a separate proof here. 
LEMMA 1. If m(w) = m and W(CX) = p, w(Q’) = /3’, then 
rnaE + ma.B, > mab. + mn79 . 
Proof. Let w’ be the permutation defined by 
I 
B i=or 
w’(i) = j? i = (y’ 
w(i) otherwise. 
Then the sum that gives m(w’) is identical with that which gives m(w) 
except that mag and rnaaB, must be replaced by rncr8, and rn,,a . Thus 
m > m(w’) = m(w) - mcrB - rn,spS + m,8, + ma.B .
Since m(w) = m the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Zf both (CX, /?) and (LX’, j’) are in A then 
mos + md8, 2 m,p + ma,, . 
Proof: Let w and w’ be permutations such that ~(a) = /I, ~‘(a’) = /3 
and m(w) = m(w’) = m. Put 6 = C&U’. Let the trajectory {a, G(a), ~~(a.), ...) 
have period k; that is, let K be the smallest positive integer such that G(a) = 01. 
For Y = 1 ... k let h, be the permutation that carries [a, W(a), ..*, G-l(a)] 
into [G(a), ..., c?-‘(a), a] and is the identity elsewhere. Put p = I.& and 
Y = clip; and for simplicity in writing put S-‘(a) = a” and w’(a”) = p’. 
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i 
wW(i) = w’(i) i = a, G(a), “., W’-‘(a) 
p(i) = co(a) = /3 
I 
i = $-l(a) = a” 
4) otherwise, 
i=or 
i = W(a), ..., Wr-‘(cz) 
otherwise. 
It follows that the sum which gives m(p) + m(v) is identical with that which 
gives m(w) + m(w’) except that rnaB and m,,.,.. must be replaced by mcrP, and 
T.Q>~ . Thus 
2m > m(p) + m(v) = 2m - map - ma,,B,, + m,,.. + m,,,, . 
We must now consider two cases. First, suppose that OI’ is in the trajectory 
(01, W(a), ...I. Let us say that 0~’ = ~r-i(a) for some r = 1 ... k. Using this 
value of r in our computations above we find that 01” = 01’ and j3” = p’, 
and the lemma follows at once. On the other hand, suppose that 01’ is not in 
the trajectory {OL, W(OL), ...}. In this case let Y = k. Then 
/g” = W’&p’(~) = w’qcu) = 8. 
It follows that m(p) + m(v) = 2m, and hence m(p) = m(v) = m. But 
v(a) = j3” = /3 and, since 0~’ is none of the numbers 01, W(a), ..., G+‘(a), we 
have also v(cll’) = 8’. The lemma then follows from Lemma 1. 
C~R~LL~~RY 1. Zf all fotu pairs (01, /3), (a’, /3), (LU, /I’) and (cl, /I’) are in A, 
then 
mm0 + ma,, = m,,, + m,., . 
COROLLARY 2. If al/ n2 pairs (i, j) are in A, then there exist integers 
(Sl .-. s,; t, ... t,) such that rnij = si - ti for all i, j. Furthermore, such integers 
are unique up to an additive constant. 
Proof: To fix the additive constant we can arbitrarily put t, = 0. Then 
in order to satisfy mii = si - tj we must have si = mi, and 
tj = s1 - mlj = ml1 - mlj . 
Furthermore, this set (si; tj), which is now well defined, does satisfy 
tntj = si - tj , for from corollary 1 we have 
T&j = m,, + mlj - m 11 = si - tj . 
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Thus we have proved Theorem 3 in the case that all pairs (i, j) are in rl. 
In the general case we proceed as follows. For each pair (OL, ?) we define a 
“deficiency” d by putting 
m-d=max 2 midi, 
i#a 
where the maximum is taken over all permutations w such that W(CX) = /3. 
Then d 3 ma@, and d = m,, if and only if (cu, 8) is in A. Beginning with 
any pair (ar, 8) not in /l, we increase ma, to any value less than or equal to its 
deficiency d. In other words, we pretend that the operator u&D) is of an 
order m&, > rn&, where, of course, the higher order terms vanish. As long 
as rn& < d we cannot have affected the total order; nor shall we have affected 
the set A unless rnLB = d. In this latter case the pair (OL, /?) must be added to A, 
and, because there are now new permutations w with m(w) = m, there are 
perhaps other pairs (i, j) which must also be added to /l. We now go on to a 
new pair (oT’, Y) which is not in the new set (1, recompute its deficiency and 
increase its order accordingly. Continuing, we find, after a finite number of 
steps, that n has been increased to include all n2 pairs (i, j). At this point 
we use corollary 2 to compute numbers (si , tj). It is then clear that d(D) 
is of order si - ti and that the corresponding characteristic matrix is non- 
trivial. Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
Remark. There is nothing in what we have said that really restricts the 
(si; tj) to integers. If we allow ourselves to choose, say, rational numbers, 
then it is always possible to find (si; ti) so that mij = si - ti if and only if 
(i, j) is in (1. The corresponding characteristic matrix would then be precisely 
the matrix K(c). To effect this choice we first increase all the mij for which 
(i, j) is not in/l to some number strictly less than the corresponding deficiency. 
This process will leave n unchanged. We then go back over those (i, j) not 
in /l, this time allowing the full increase. The first process has, however, 
guaranteed that if (i, j) is not in II, then mij < si - ti . 
4. MATRICES WHOSE DETERMINANTS VANISH TRIVIALLY 
An illustration of the foregoing results is provided by the case in which 
det A([) vanishes trivially. We do not investigate such an operator in detail 
but content ourselves with finding which of the elements must be zero. To 
do this let us, so to speak, divide the orders of all components by infinity and 
say that rnii = 0 if aii(D) does not vanish and mii = - 1 if it does. The 
resulting total order will be some negative integer - r, and we shall say that r 
is the degree of triviality of the matrix. In each product II aiUci,([) there must 
appear at least r zero factors. 
3 
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THEOREM 4. If the degree of triwiality of a matrix is r > 0, then there must 
exist a q x q’ zero submatrix with q + q’ = n + r. 
This. theorem is due to Frobenius [4]; the following proof is essentially 
that given by Egerviry [3]. 
Proof: From Theorem 3 we know that there exist integers (si; tj) such 
that rnii < si - tj and C si - C tj = - r. We can normalize these integers 
so that min si = 0. Since mjj > - 1 it follows that tj < 1. Now suppose 
s, 3 2. It would follow that for all j, s, - tj >, 1 ;p mXj, which in turn 
would imply that X si - C tj > - r. Thus we see that the s, can attain 
only the values 0 and 1. Similarly, we can show that the tj can attain only 
the values 0 and 1. Thus if q of the si are 0 and if q’ of the tj are 1, we find 
-r=zsi-xtj=n-q-qq’. 
There must be q of the row indices i and q’ of the column indices j, with 
q -C q’ = n + r, such that rnij = - 1, and the theorem is proved. 
5. CHANGES OF TH-E DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
In order to discuss the behavior of characteristic matrices where the opera- 
tor product is concerned (and, in particular, where products of the form 
PA(D) Q are concerned) we find ourselves forced to use purely algebraic 
techniques. We shall therefore assume that all coefficients of the differential 
operators under discussion belong to some differential field F. They may, for 
instance, be quotients of analytic functions. The totality of differential 
polynomials a(D) with coefficients in F forms a noncommutative ring F[D]. 
This ring has an identity, and it is without divisors of zero. As Latta and 
McGregor [5] have shown, it also has this property: for any two elements 
a(D), b(D) ofF[D] there exist elements f(D), g(D) not both zero, and elements 
fi(D), g,(D) not both zero, such that 
@)f(o) = W) g(D) and fiP) a(D) = gl(D) b(D). 
Such a ring is what Ore [S] calls a regular ring. As he shows (see also the 
paper by Latta and McGregor) it can be imbedded in a uniquely defined 
skew field F(D) called the field of quotients. Every element of F(D) can be 
expressed in the form a(D) b-l(D) where both a(D) and b(D) are differential 
polynomials in F[D]. In this way a matrix A(D) can be thought of as a matrix 
over the skew field F(D). 
Our purpose in making this algebraic change of scene is that we wish to 
define in a useful way the notion of the determinant of a matrix of operators. 
Now DieudonnC [I] has defined the determinant of a matrix over a skew 
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field in essentially the following way. Let K be the skew field and let 
4 : K* -+ G be a homomorphism of the multiplicative group K* of the non- 
zero elements of K into an abelian group G. We shall write the group opera- 
tion on G multiplicatively. For convenience, we shall also extend G to 
include a distinguished element 0 having the property that g .O = 0 for all 
g in G. Then the determinant of a 1 x 1 matrix II is +(u) if u # 0, and is 0 
if II = 0. The determinant of an tt x II matrix U = (uij) is now defined 
inductively. Consider the first column of U. If all its elements vanish then 
det l7 = 0. On the other hand, suppose that u,~ # 0. Then we multiply 
row a: on the left by - ZQ~U,,-~ and add the result to row i thus cancelling out 
the element in the (i, 1) place. This we do for all i # OL obtaining a matrix U’ 
whose first column has only the one nonzero element ~,r . Then we set 
det U = 4((- 1)” u,-J det U, , where U, is the (n - 1) x (rr - 1) matrix 
obtained by eliminating row a and the first column from U'. Such a deter- 
minant can be shown to be well-defined in that it is independent of which 
nonzero element ual is chosen. It can also be shown that a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition that U have left and right inverses, that the rows of U be 
linearly independent with respect to left multiplication, and that the columns 
be linearly independent with respect to right multiplication, is that det U # 0. 
And finally it can be shown that the determinant has the very important pro- 
perty that it preserves multiplication, which is to say det UP' = det U det I/. 
In the particular case of the skew fieldF(D) we define 
where h(&') and K(t) are the principal parts of a(D) and b(D) respectively 
It is clear that rj is a homomorphism of the nonzero elements of F(D) into 
the abelian group of quotients of homogeneous polynomials. Then using 
this homomorphism we can define the determinant of any matrix over 
F(D); in particular, we have reached our goal and defined the determinant 
det A(D) of a matrix of differential operators. 
It will be noticed that det A(D) as thus defined is a quotient of two homo- 
geneous polynomials. This seems strange. One would expect that if A(D) 
has differential polynomials for its elements, its determinant would also be 
a polynomial. Indeed we shall show that this is so for the matrices of 
immediate interest to us; but there seems to be no reason why a determinant 
cannot in general be a nondegenerate quotient. 
The two determinants det A({) and det A(D) are, of course, quite different 
in concept. We may, for example, find that det A([) vanishes while det A(D) 
does not. On the other hand, if A(D) has constant coefficients then all of its 
elements commute; since the determinant, as we have defined it, does not 
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differ from the ordinary derivative (except for the introduction of the homo- 
morphism C), it follows that in this case det A(D) is precisely the principal 
part of det A([). Similarly, if P is a matrix all of whose elements lie in F, 
then again these elements commute and det P remains the same whether P 
is considered to be a matrix over F or over F(D). 
The restriction that the coefficients must come from a differential field 
seems rather unfortunate. It would not, however, be difficult to extend the 
definition to, say, continuous coefficients. One might, for example, approx- 
imate these coefficients locally by rational functions and then define det A(D) 
to be the limit, wherever it exists, of the determinants of such approximations. 
It may happen, however, that det A(D) depends upon some of the derivatives 
of the coefficients. In this case, one might want to approximate these deriva- 
tives also. We do not enter into details here. The important fact is that under 
such a definition the multiplicative property of the determinant would still 
be preserved. 
Returning to the case where the coefficients lie in a differential field F, 
we wish to determine to what extent the determinant is related to the charac- 
teristic matrix. 
THEOREM 5. If det A(c) vanishes trivially, then det A(D) = 0. In any 
case, suppose that A(D) is of order si - ti and that H(c) is the corresponding 
characteristic matrix. If det H(c) # 0, then det A(D) = det H(c); and if det 
H(l) = 0 then the degree of homogeneity of det A(D) is less than IZ si - C tj . 
Proof: We shall prove this theorem more generally for any matrix over 
the skew field F(D). To do this we must first extend the notion of a charac- 
teristic matrix. Thus we shall say that an element u = a(D) b-‘(D) is of 
order m - m’ if a(D) is of order m and b(D) of order m’; and that a matrix 
U = (+) is of order si - tj if for all i,j the order of uii is at most si - tj . 
If the order of uij is equal to si - tj we put h,,(t) = +(uii); otherwise 
hii = 0. The characteristic matrix is then H(t) = (hii([ 
The theorems of the previous sections are also easily extended. We define 
a total order in exactly the same way and say that det U vanishes trivially if 
the total order is - co. If det U does not vanish trivially then we can always 
find a nontrivial characteristic matrix. 
Furthermore, if det U does vanish trivially then we know that there exists a 
q x q’ zero submatrix of U with q + q’ > n. We assert that the q rows of U 
that are involved in this submatrix are linearly dependent. To show this we 
must find a nontrivial solution of elements fi ... fn in F(D) to the system of 
equations 
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where the summation is over those 4 values of i which go to make’ up the zero 
submatrix of U. Since we can ignore those Q’ values of j belonging to this 
submatrix, we are in reality trying to solve II - Q’ equations in Q > 71 - q’ 
unknowns. This can always be done, and we have proved our assertion. It 
follows that det U = 0, and so we have also proved the first part of the theo- 
rem. 
Going back to the definitions involved in describing F(D) as a quotient 
field, it is easy to see that the homomorphism 4 has all the properties one 
would expect of a principal part. In particular, the degree of homogeneity 
of +(u) is equal to the order of u. If the order of u is greater than that of er, 
then +(u + V) = 4(u); while if the two orders are equal, then 
unless this latter expression vanishes, in which case we can say that the order 
of u + w must be less than the common order of II and V. 
Now the second part of the theorem is obvious for a 1 x 1 matrix. We 
shall continue the proof by induction. 
Let, therefore, U be an n x n matrix whose determinant does not vanish 
trivially. Suppose that it is of order si - tj and that H(t) is the corresponding 
characteristic matrix. If H(t) is a trivial characteristic matrix, then we know 
that we can find another characteristic matrix for which the sum E si - Z ti 
has been reduced. It is therefore sufficient to prove the theorem in the case 
that H(t) is nontrivial. Since, then, det H(5) does not vanish trivially, the 
first column of U has at least one element uar which is exactly of order 
SU - t, . If we multiply row OL by - QU,, -l and add the result to row i, we will 
be adding to uii the term - ~~iu,~i-iu,~ whose order is at most 
si - t, - (six - tl) + s, - tj = si - tj . 
Thus the result of eliminating the elements of the first column has no effect 
upon the order si - tj of the matrix. Furthermore, if we carry out the same 
operations on H(c) (that is, if we multiply row a! by - hi,([) h;t([) and add 
the result to row i for all i # a) the term hii will have added to 
it - &({) &i(t) h&t) which is either zero or exactly of degree si - tj . 
Thus if U, is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix obtained by eliminating row a 
and the first column from U after all the additions of rows have been made, 
and if HI([) is the similar (n - 1) x (n - 1) obtained from H(t), then U, 
is of order si - ti (where i # OL,~ # 1) and Hi(c) is its corresponding charac- 
teristic matrix. Moreover, 
det U = (- l)aha,([) det U, and det f@l = (- 1)” k&3 det Hl(5). 
Now det Hi({) is or is not zero according as det H(5) is or is not zero. The 
theorem then follows from the induction hypothesis. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose that A(D) is a matrix of differential operators whose 
total order is m and that H(c) is a characteristic matrix for which det H(t) # 0. 
Suppose further that B(D) = PA(D) Q where P and Q are nonsingular matrices 
with elements in the d#erential field F. Then either B(D) is of total order m’ 
greater than m and the part of degree m’ of det B(c) is zero, 01 B(D) is of total 
order m and the part of degree m of det B(l) is equal to det P det H(&J det Q. 
Proof: We know that det A(D) = det H(c) and hence 
det B(D) = det P det H(t) det Q. 
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